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WARNING!
Contains spoilers



A note from Sybil

Dear Reader

I was planning to write this in the form of  haikus, but the syllables just wouldn’t 
cooperate. That 5,7,5 rule is surprisingly hard to get right. If  you haven’t tried writing 
haikus, give it a go and you’ll see what I mean.

Anyway, you can’t get much better than Bashō, so here’s one of  his:

Snowing
This winter’s night
So much for the full moon

Come to think of  it, this doesn’t follow the rules either. Still, why should Bashō conform? 
And the main thing is, I’m not pretending I came up with it myself  (which is more than I 
can say for some people…)

It feels like a long time ago now, anyway – that year when I tried to write haikus – and 
these days I really do feel much better. Though sometimes, when I look out at the falling 
snow (as I’m doing now), I still think about that time, and those colleagues of  mine, and 
the blur of  the screen, and that white blossom on the trees in Greenwich Park.

That’s something else Bashō was right about, too, of  course – snow looking like white 
blossom. And remembering that one day spring will return. 

Sybil

 



Suggestions for online book clubs

Hosting
Pick a video conferencing platform you’re comfortable with – Google Meet and Zoom 
are popular options. The good news is that most of  us are familiar with these platforms at 
this stage! While there are free options, many of  these programs do have a cost attached 
for the host.

Someone in the group will need to take responsibility for sending round the invitation and 
making sure that everyone has the link to join. Having a ‘leader’ is very helpful during the 
book club meeting itself  – having someone asking the questions, making sure everyone 
gets to speak, and keeping the conversation on track is even more important online than 
in person.

Set the date of  the meeting in plenty of  time and send a reminder a week in advance to 
give everyone a chance to read the book.

Test run
Offer to do a test run, ideally a day or two before the book club discussion, for anyone 
who isn’t familiar with the chosen video conferencing option.

Set an agenda
This may sound terribly formal, but it really helps! Online meetings come with heightened 
risks of  awkward silences AND everyone speaking at once – having an agenda can help 
avoid these issues. 

Start with basic housekeeping, sharing the agenda and asking everyone to press mute 
when they aren’t speaking.  

Make the most of  being online
Being online has lots of  advantages – it’s really easy to share links to relevant articles, 
videos and more, you can send imagery to other attendees, and you don’t have to go out 
into the cold or make snacks for anyone else to ‘go to’ book club!

Make the most of  the conferencing software, and try using their options for running polls 
and hosting small quizzes. Find out how many stars each member of  your group would 
give the book, or pick your next book club read.

For information on book club discounts and how to invite Ruth Thomas to speak 
to your reading group, check the last page of  this booklet!



Questions and discussion topics

1. If  the story was told from Helen’s perspective, how different do you think interactions 
between Sybil and her ‘enemy’ would have appeared?
 
2. As the book goes on, it becomes increasingly clear that Sybil isn’t all right. At what stage 
in the book did you realise that she needed help? And do you think her colleagues or her 
flatmate should have noticed at an earlier date? 

3. Sybil decides to join ‘Poetry for the Terrified!’ at the library at an early stage in the book. 
What do you think appealed to her about the idea of  joining, and what do you think she 
got out of  taking part? Would you join a similarly titled group?

4. One of  the themes that stands out in the novel is grief. Which characters do you think 
are grieving, and who, or what, do you think they’re grieving for? 

5. A number of  scenes in the book explore working life, from email etiquette, to confer-
ences to office politics. Did any of  these scenes stand out to you, and why? 

6. It’s easier to be angry with someone you don’t know (or don’t like!) than to be upset 
with someone you care about. Do you think Sybil avoided dealing with her feelings about 
her break up by fixating on Helen, and do you think she would have done the same if  
Simon had replaced her with a stranger? 

7. ‘Sorry,’ he said, ‘that came out wrong. Sometimes I say stuff  and it comes out wrong.’ 
Sybil quite regularly says things that could be seen as odd, blunt, and occasionally even 
rude – how much of  this do you think is due to her injury? And do you think this tenden-
cy helps her get on with particular characters?

8. Write your own ‘found object’ poems (ideally a haiku!), and share them with the group. 



Q&A with Ruth Thomas

1. The Snow and the Works on the Northern Line is very character driven – did the 
idea for the story or Sybil come first?
The setting came first, in fact. I wanted to write about a fusty old institute, and that’s how 
the Royal Institute for Prehistorical Studies (RIPS) began. I also wanted to write about 
Greenwich Park. It’s an early memory from childhood. I remember it being a beautiful but 
rather melancholy place

2. The RIPS is a wonderful setting! Could you tell us a bit about it, and why you set 
The Snow and the Works on the Northern Line in a museum?
I love museums, especially small old-fashioned ones. They have so much character and 
lend themselves to description. I also wanted to tell the story of  a museum artefact – how 
it fitted into someone’s life in the 21st century as much as the time when it was made. 

3. Sybil’s voice is brilliantly handled – did you do anything in particular to pin that 
down when you started working on the novel, or to get in the zone each time you 
sat down to write?
I don’t think too much about voice before I begin – I just start with my own take on 
things, and after a while a character and voice shapes itself  around those observations. I 
think the mood your character’s in has a big effect on the way they tell their story

4. Quite early on in the book, Sybil joins ‘Poetry for the Terrified!’ at North Brixton 
Library – could you tell us a bit about that?
I love poetry but am a bit rubbish at writing it! I thought I’d harness that inability for Sybil 
too. At school, we were always supposed to find poetry profound. It can be fantastic and 
moving, of  course, but sometimes you have to discover that in your own time

5. One of  the themes that stood out while reading The Snow and the Works on 
the Northern Line was grief  – we’d love to hear about how you explored different 
aspects of  grief.
I wanted Sybil’s grief  to be reflected elsewhere in the book too. She thinks she’s alone with 
her heartbreak, but that’s one of  the qualities of  grief  – you don’t necessarily know others 
are going through something similar. I also wanted to explore sorrow without writing a 
very sad book!

6. Was any of  the office politics/social etiquette inspired by real life?
I love office politics! It’s one of  the things I really miss during lockdown. Small-scale con-
versations and seemingly trivial things are what make me tick as a writer. At the moment 
I’m just having to focus a bit more on remembering the details   



Recipes!

Sybil’s Whisky Mac 
(Any drink that is ‘not an acronym’ will do - no IPAs or G&Ts allowed!)

Ingredients
45 ml Scotch whisky
45 ml green ginger wine

Method
Pour the whisky and the green ginger wine into a whisky tumbler, and stir. Add ice and 
candied ginger if  desired.

Simon’s Buckwheat Galettes
Ingredients 
GALETTES
100g Wholemeal Buckwheat Flour
1 egg
300ml whole milk
50g melted butter
pinch of  salt
oil

Method
1) Put the flour, salt, and egg into a mixing bowl. Adding the milk gradually, beat to a 
smooth paste, and eventually into a thin batter.
2) Lightly oil a frying pan, and heat to a high temperature. Pre-heat the oven to 180°C
3) Stir the melted butter into the batter, then ladle some batter into the hot pan, and tip it 
to ensure the batter reaches the edges.
4) Cook for 45 seconds to a minute, until the base is golden, then flip to cook the other 
side until golden. Repeat with the remaining batter.
5) Lightly brush an oven tray with softened butter
6) Wilt the spinach, then stir in the cream and season with salt and pepper. 
7) Place this mixture in the middle of  the galette, then add the grated Comté around the 
edges of  the spinach. Break an egg onto the spinach, then fold the edges of  the galette to 
cover the egg white.
8) Place the filled galettes on the oven tray and bake for 5 to 10 minutes until the egg sets.

Serve hot!

Don’t have time to make buckwheat galettes? Celery and hummus (or whatever 
else you fancy) is completely acceptable instead.

FILLING
25g spinach
1 tbsp cream
25g Comté, finely grated
1 egg
butter, softened
salt and pepper

Ice (optional)
Candied ginger to garnish (optional)



Book clubs and The Snow and the 
Works on the Northern Line 

Meet the author
If  you’d like Ruth Thomas to speak to your book club, get in touch! Email Sandstone 
Press on info@sandstonepress.com.

While library and bookshop events aren’t an option at the moment, it may be possible to 
arrange for Ruth to join your book club virtually. This is a great way of  introducing your 
club to the book before you’ve started reading it, or to get any questions you have after 
finishing the book answered by the author herself.

Discounts
Sandstone Press is able to arrange group discounts for book clubs in the UK and Ireland 
with 5 or more members through our online shop. If  this is something your group would 
be interested in, please email us on info@sandstonepress.com.

Find us online
We love to see photos of  our authors’ books out in the wild and to see your thoughts on 
them online. Please do tag us as @sandstonepress on Twitter and Instagram when you 
post about our books!

Find out about our other books on sandstonepress.com, or visit our online shop at 
sandstonepress.square.site

If  you have questions for Ruth, you can find her on Twitter, or visit her website at ruth-
thomas.com to find out more about her previous books.
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